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Orthogonal magnetization and symmetry
breaking in pyrochlore iridate Eu2Ir2O7
Tian Liang1*†‡, Timothy H. Hsieh2†‡, Jun J. Ishikawa3, Satoru Nakatsuji3,4, Liang Fu2 and N. P. Ong1*
Electrons in the pyrochlore iridates experience a large interaction energy in addition to a strong spin–orbit interaction. Both
features make the iridates promising for realizing novel states such as the topological Mott insulator. The pyrochlore iridate
Eu2Ir2O7 shows a metal–insulator transition at TN∼ 120K below which a magnetically ordered state develops. Using torque
magnetometry, we uncover an unusual magnetic response. A magnetic field H applied in its a–b plane produces a nonlinear
magnetization M⊥ orthogonal to the plane. M⊥ displays a d-wave field-angle pattern consistent with octupolar order, with a
handedness dictated by field cooling, leading to symmetry breaking of the chirality ω. A surprise is that the lobe orientation
of the d-wave pattern is sensitive to the direction of the field when the sample is field-cooled below TN, suggestive of an
additional order parameter η already present at 300K.

The pyrochlore iridates, comprised of networks of vertex-
sharing tetrahedra1,2, have emerged as candidates for
investigating the role of interactions in topological matter1,3.

The phase diagram is predicted to have topological states with
exotic excitations4–8. At each Ir4+ site, the five 5d electrons occupy
the six t2g orbitals derived from dxy , dyz and dzx states (crystal field
splitting lifts the eg orbitals high above the t2g manifold). The large
spin–orbit interaction (SOI) splits the t2g manifold into a J = 1/2
doublet with energy λ and a J= 3/2 quadruplet with energy−λ/2
(refs 3,9,10). At the critical temperature TN ∼ 120K, Eu2Ir2O7
undergoes a transition to an insulating state (Fig. 1a)11–14 where a
magnetically ordered state emerges15–22.

In a magnetically ordered state, the free energy F and the
magnetization M of a system can be expanded, up to third order,
as follows:

F=−Md
·H−χ p

ijHiHj−QijHiHj−ωijkHiHjHk (1)

Mi=−∂F/∂Hi=M d
i +χ

p
ijHj+QijHj+ωijkHjHk (2)

Here Md (vector) is the conventional dipolar order, Qij (second
rank tensor) is the quadrupolar order, ωijk (third rank tensor)
is the octupolar order, and χij is the conventional paramagnetic
susceptibility, with i, j,k referring to components along the unit cell
vectors a, b, c.Md, Qij, ωijk represent independent order parameters
respectively. We note that, whereasMd, Qij, ωijk all change their sign
under inversion or time reversal (for example, inverting the field-
cooling direction), χij (the paramagnetic susceptibility describing
the Zeeman effect) is unaffected by these operations. Specifically,
under time reversal, the magnetizationM of the system becomes

Mi=−M d
i +χ

p
ijHj−QijHj−ωijkHjHk (3)

Comparison between equations (2) and (3) shows that χij
transforms differently from Qij (as well as Md and ωijk). We also
note that for systems with inversion symmetry, such as Eu2Ir2O7,

the quadrupolar termQij vanishes (F→F ,Qij→−Qij,H→−H ).
Therefore, the free energy F and magnetizationM for Eu2Ir2O7 can
be written as

F = −Md
·H−χ p

ijHiHj−ωijkHiHjHk (4)

Mi = M d
i +χ

p
ijHj+ωijkHjHk≡M d

i +Mp+M⊥ (5)

The third term of equation (5), M⊥ = ωijkHjHk, which we call
orthogonal magnetization, directly detects the octupolar order
ωijk. We note that for a conventional antiferromagnet/ferromagnet,
only the first two terms of equation (5) exist and the third
term ωijk is absent. Therefore, the detection of the orthogonal
magnetization M⊥ = ωijkHjHk is direct evidence for the ‘hidden
order’ of the system.

Although the magnetization described by equation (5) is very
interesting, no experiment has been reported. In our experiments, a
fieldH= (Ha,Hb, 0) confined to the a–b plane produces a nonlinear
magnetization M⊥ normal to the plane. Depending on the field-
cooling direction, the observed orthogonal magnetization takes the
following forms

M⊥=ωχ
yfc
⊥ HaHb (±y-axis field cooling) (6)

M⊥=ωχ xfc
⊥
HxHy (±x-axis field cooling) (7)

where the susceptibility χ⊥(T ) describes its T dependence (an
additional phenomenological term η is discussed below). In our set-
up, we define the (lab) x and y axes as rotated by 45◦ relative to the
lattice vectors a and b of the pyrochlore unit cell [x̂‖[11̄0], ŷ‖[110]
and ẑ ‖ [001]] (Fig. 1b). We emphasize that the direction of M⊥
cannot be inferred a priori from the signs ofHa (Hx) andHb (Hy). By
necessity, its appearance spontaneously breaks a Z2 symmetry (the
system spontaneously chooses ω to be either+1 or−1).

We contrast our case with the trivial case of Gd2Ti2O7 (with
TN ∼ 1 K) in which the applied magnetic field distorts the spin
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Figure 1 | Pyrochlore lattice, orientation of the lab axes, and analysis of the torque signal. a, Lattice of the pyrochlore Eu2Ir2O7. b, Sketch of the orientation
of the lab frame x̂, ŷ and ẑ relative to the lattice vectors a, b and c. The axis of the torque cantilever is parallel to x̂, as indicated by the blue circle. With H
(red arrow) in the a–b plane at an angle ϕ to ŷ, the torque component detected is τx=MzHcosϕ. c, Plots of the H-odd component of the torque τodd
measured in field sweep-up (−9→9 T, red) and sweep-down (9→−9 T, blue) scans at 5 K and angle ϕ=0◦. d, Plot of τodd/H, which is the sum of the
orthogonal magnetization M⊥ (parabolic curve) displaced vertically by a constant term Ms. The sign sgn(Ms) changes with sweep direction. By contrast,
sgn(M⊥), which identifies ω, is frozen (the parabolae point ‘up’ in both sweeps); see text for details.

configuration to induce a conventional dipolar magnetization
Md
=Mtrans, previously called ‘transverse’ magnetization in refs 23,

24. Mtrans does not involve breaking of a Z2 symmetry, but comes
just from the conventional Zeeman coupling term −Md

· H.
Crucially, the suppression of this Zeeman-induced coupling in
Eu2Ir2O7 via large exchange energy Jeff & TN ∼ 120 K allows the
octupolar response M⊥ = ωijkHjHk to emerge. See Methods for
more discussion.

We now discuss the experimental data of torque magnetometry.
The axis of the torque cantilever is aligned parallel to x̂. With
H in the a–b plane (at an angle ϕ to ŷ), the torque signal
is given by τ = MzHy ; the torque detects the magnetization
componentMz normal to the plane in whichH lies (Supplementary
Figs 2 and 3).

In Eu2Ir2O7,Mz consists of three termsMs∝H 0,Mp∝H ,M⊥∝
H 2: namely,Mz=Ms+Mp+M⊥. Accordingly, the observed torque
(with ϕ and T fixed) can be represented as

τ≡τs+τp+τ⊥=αH+βH 2
+γH 3 (8)

(We refer to the H -even and H -odd parts as τeven≡τp=βH 2

and τodd ≡ τs + τ⊥ = αH + γH 3, respectively.) The first
term αH corresponds to a field-independent magnetization
Ms≡α/cosϕ. The second term τeven—the largest term in our field

range—comes from a paramagnetic magnetizationMp≡βH/cosϕ.
In contrast to Ms and Mp, which persist up to 300K, the third
term γH 3, which onsets below TN = 120K, corresponds to the
orthogonal magnetization M⊥ ≡ γH 2/ cos ϕ arising from the
octupolar order.

By antisymmetrization, we can isolate τodd, which we plot in
Fig. 1c at 5 K. The plot clearly shows the H 3 variation produced
by M⊥ (plus a term from Ms). Dividing by H , we then isolate M⊥
as a parabola displaced vertically by a constant term Ms (Fig. 1d).
We note that the sign of the constant, sgn(Ms), reverses between
sweep-up and -down curves as expected. However, sgn(M⊥) and
its absolute value (namely, the curvature of the parabola) stay the
same, implying completely different origins between M⊥ and Ms
(as well as Mp). The contrast sharply excludes the possibility that
the orthogonal magnetization M⊥ comes from contamination by
the dipolar term Md. If M⊥ came from the dipolar term Md, it
would have shared the same hysteresis patterns of Ms. Below, we
identify Ms to be related to the phenomenological η term which is
already present at 300K. The striking rigidity of sgn(M⊥) implies an
unusual domain-wall feature of the octupolar order. The procedure
is repeated over selected angles 0 < ϕ < 360◦ to isolate the T
dependence ofM⊥ from 5K to 300K.

First, we examine the angular variation ofM⊥ at 5 K. As shown in
Fig. 2a, the curve of τ⊥=M⊥H cosϕ versusϕ is plotted. The angular
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Figure 2 | Angular variation of τ⊥≡M⊥Hcosϕ and the e�ect of Hfc on the d-wave orientation ofM⊥. a, τ⊥ versus ϕ obtained after cooling in Hfc ‖−ŷ.
The red curve is the expression M⊥ cosϕ∼ (1+η cosϕ)cos 2ϕ ·cosϕ, which fits the data well except near 90◦ and 270◦. b, Curve describing the skewed
d-wave pattern with lobes directed along the x and y axes. The signs of the lobes are reversed if the sample is cooled with Hfc reversed in sign (‖ ŷ). c, The
experiment is next repeated with Hfc rotated to ‖−x̂. As shown, the angular variation of τ⊥ is now di�erent from a. The data fit well to the expression
(1+η cosϕ)sin 2ϕ ·cosϕ. d, Polar representation shows a d-wave pattern rotated relative to b, with lobes now directed along the a and b axes. The signs of
the lobes are reversed if Hfc is reversed in sign. In a and c, red (blue) symbols are data obtained in sweep-up (sweep-down) scans, while black symbols
indicate their average.

variation is nominally described by the red curve representing a
d-wave form cos2ϕ (panel b), viz.

M⊥(T ,ϕ)=χ⊥(T )H 2
(1+η cosϕ)cos2ϕ (9)

where the ‘orthogonal’ susceptibility χ⊥(T ) grows like an order
parameter below TN . The parameter η, which distorts the d-wave
pattern, is a phenomenological term that represents an additional
order that already exists at 300K (see below and section D of
Methods). The results in Fig. 2a were measured after field cooling
in the (9 T) field Hfc ‖−ŷ. We find that M⊥ changes in sign if Hfc
is inverted. We identify the chirality ω= 1 if Hfc ‖−ŷ (and −1 if
Hfc ‖ ŷ). This symmetry breaking of the chirality sharply
distinguishes the octupolar nature of M⊥ from ‘transverse’
magnetizationMd

=Mtrans whose origin is strictly dipolar.
Further evidence for the octupolar origin of M⊥ derives from

the hysteretic behaviour of the domain walls (DWs) versus T . In
conventional dipolar magnets, H exerts a strong force on the DW
because of dipolar coupling. By contrast, for the DW between
octupolar domains, a much weaker force is expected. We next
describe evidence that theDWs forM⊥ are virtually immobile at low
T . As already noted in Fig. 1d, sgn(M⊥) is ‘frozen’, unlike sgn(Ms). As
T is raised above 25K, the reversibility givesway to a large hysteresis.
At 60K, τ⊥ is strongly hysteretic (Fig. 3a and b show the hysteresis
observed for the two d-wave patterns attained with different Hfc).
In Fig. 3c and d, we plot the T dependence of M⊥ measured in

up-sweep (red circles) and down-sweep traces (blue) from 5K to
150K with ϕ fixed at the lobe maxima.

A striking pattern is that the difference between the red and blue
curves (the ‘hysteresis amplitude’ 1M⊥) is largest near 75K, but
rapidly decreases to below resolution for T < 25K. This decrease
fits well to the thermal activation form e−∆/T with ∆= 170 and
220K in panels c and d, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 6). At
each T , 1M⊥ measures the distance of DW diffusion on our
timescales (sweep rates of 1 Tmin−1). Hence the activated form
implies diffusion times that grow exponentially with decreasing T .
The activated form explains why sgn(M⊥) is frozen at 5 K in Fig. 1d.
Once a domain pattern is established at 5 K, it is very difficult to
erase the pattern because the DWs are immobile on experimental
timescales. Both the activated form and the frozen configuration at
5 K reflect theweak coupling of octupolarDWs toH. By contrast, the
field-independent termMs has a very different hysteretic behaviour
versus T (Supplementary Fig. 4).

An unexpected finding is that the angular orientation of the
d-wave lobes can be rotated by cooling in a field Hfc parallel
to −x̂, breaking the underlying lattice symmetry between two
‘equivalent’ axes x-axis and y-axis (the system is cubic). Cooling to
5K in the new Hfc leads to the plot of M⊥ shown in Fig. 2c. The
d-wave pattern (with ω= 1) is now shifted by 45◦ (Fig. 2d) and
described by

M⊥(T ,ϕ)=χ⊥(T )H 2
(1+η cosϕ) sin2ϕ (10)
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Figure 3 | Hysteretic behaviour and T dependence of the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥. a, Curves of τ⊥ measured versus H at T=60 K with ϕ fixed at
180◦ (lobe direction), after cooling in Hfc ‖−ŷ. A large hysteresis exists between the field sweep-up (−9→9 T, red) and sweep-down (9→−9 T, blue)
curves. b, Same as a but for measurements with Hfc ‖−x̂. Curves measured in the new lobe direction, ϕ=45◦ are shown. c, T dependence of the
orthogonal susceptibility χ⊥∼M⊥/H2 inferred from sweep-up (red symbols) and sweep-down (blue) curves as shown in a (Hfc ‖−ŷ). Their average
(black symbols) grows like an order parameter below TN. d, Same as c but inferred T from sweep-up (red symbols) and sweep-down (blue) curves as
shown in b (Hfc ‖−x̂). In both c and d, the hysteresis amplitude decreases very rapidly below∼80 K, becoming unresolved below 30 K.
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Here, η is again the phenomenological term representing the
additional order that already exists at 300K (see below and
section D of Methods). We have also explored cooling with Hfc in
other directions.When cooled in sayHfc ‖a, the observedM⊥ versus
ϕ is a linear combination of the two d-wave patterns discussed
above.Hencewe infer that the two principal axes for field cooling are
x̂‖[11̄0] and ŷ‖[110] (ŷ is identified later as the axis favoured by η).

The breaking of the underlying C4 lattice symmetry implies that
an additional order exists above TN . A first clue comes from the
existence of Ms above TN = 120K. Supplementary Fig. 10 shows
the angular dependence of τs and τ⊥ at 150K. Whereas τs (hence
Ms) remains finite at 150K and retains the same angular pattern
seen at 5 K (see Supplementary Fig. 5), τ⊥ (hence M⊥) vanishes
completely. The differences imply that Ms and M⊥ are associated
with very different magnetic orderings.

To investigate this additional order, we examine the para-
magnetic term Mp, which is strictly H -linear, with an angular
variation that remains unchanged from 5 to 300K. Figure 4a plots
τeven(=τp) versusϕ atT=5, 150 and 300K. The sinusoidal variation
has a distorted dipolar form (inset) that fits well to the expression
(Mp/H)cosϕ, whereMp has the form

Mp(T ,ϕ)=χp(T )H(1+η cosϕ)cosϕ (11)

All its T dependence resides in the amplitude χp(T ) (Fig. 4b). The
parameter η (nearly independent of T ) represents the additional
order that develops along the y-axis, breaking the underlying C4
lattice symmetry.

The symmetry breaking of handedness (chirality ω) together
with the activated behaviour of DWs of M⊥ sharply distinguish
octupolar from dipolar order. The existence of the additional order
parameter η which already exists at 300K allows the system to
assume two different d-wave lobe patterns of M⊥. Exploring the
mechanism of symmetry breaking of handedness in octupolar
order—namely, what is the conjugate of the octupolar order
parameter, as well as the origin of additional order η—are fruitful
directions to pursue in the iridates.

Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any
associated accession codes and references, are available in the
online version of this paper.
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Methods
Difference between the octupolar and the dipolar order. In this section, we
discuss the difference between the octupolar order and the dipolar order in detail.
As mentioned in the main text, since the Eu2Ir2O7 has inversion symmetry and the
quadrupolar order vanishes, the free energy F and the magnetizationM of the
system can in general be expressed as follows, viz.,

F=−Md
·H−χ p

ijHiHj−ωijkHiHjHk (12)

Mi=M d
i +χ

p
ijHj+ωijkHjHk (13)

≡M d
i +Mp+M⊥ (14)

HereMd (vector) is the conventional dipolar order, χij is the conventional
paramagnetic susceptibility, and ωijk (third rank tensor) is the octupolar order.
Accordingly, the magnetization can be written in terms of three terms, the dipolar
termMd, the paramagnetic termMp=χ

p
ijHj, and the orthogonal magnetization

termM⊥=ωijkHjHk. Whereas bothMd and ωijk change sign under time
reversal operation, χij stays unchanged. In a conventional antiferromagnet
(AF)/ferromagnet (FM), only the first two terms of equations (13) and (14) are
finite and the octupolar order ωijk is absent. Therefore, detection of the orthogonal
magnetizationM⊥=ωijkHjHk is the direct evidence for the ‘hidden order’ of
the system.

Our torque magnetometry experiments detect magnetization perpendicular to
the applied magnetic field along the z-axis,Mz=Ms+Mp+M⊥ withMs∝H 0 the
field-independent term,Mp∝H the paramagnetic term, andM⊥∝H 2 the
orthogonal magnetization term.

Below, we show that the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ detected in our
experiments comes from the octupolar order ωijk, and not from the contamination
of the conventional dipolar orderMd. In the conventional AF/FM, the dipolar
magnetizationMd is simply represented as the sum of local dipolesmi consisting
the system, that is,Md

=
∑N

1 mi, with N the total number of lattice sites. If
Md
=

∑N
1 mi=0, then no magnetization can be detected, and orthogonal

magnetizationM⊥=0 rigorously holds. More in general, ifMd
=

∑N
1 mi 6=0, then

in principleMd can appear, if any, in theMs term of our experiment, and it can
even take highly nonlinear behaviour like the case of Gd2Ti2O7, where the trivial
‘transverse’ magnetizationMd

=Mtrans can appear as a consequence of distortion of
the spin configuration23,24. However, if this were the case andM⊥ merely came from
the contamination of dipolar orderMd for Eu2Ir2O7, then the hysteretic behaviour
ofMs andM⊥ would have been the same because they would have shared the same
sourceMd. However, as evidenced in Fig. 1d in the main text, at 5 K, whileM⊥ is
completely frozen, showing no hysteresis at all,Ms changes sign and manifests a
large hysteresis. The angular and temperature dependences of the hysteresis curves
ofMs andM⊥ also manifest completely different behaviours, as shown in
Supplementary Figs 4 and 5. Furthermore, as mentioned in the main text, while the
Ms term persists above TN ∼120 K, and is related to the phenomenological η term
which is already present at 300K, orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ emerges only
below TN =120 K. These pieces of evidence sharply distinguish the different
origins betweenMs andM⊥, excluding the possibility of contamination of dipolar
orderMd into orthogonal magnetizationM⊥. We also note that whereasM⊥ and
Ms change sign under flipping the field-cooling direction,Mp does not, so the
origin ofM⊥ can easily be separated out from the paramagnetic termMp

as well.
Another way to see that the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ cannot be explained

by the contamination of conventional dipolar orderMd comes from the
comparison of the relevant Zeeman energy scale. We contrast the case of Eu2Ir2O7,
where orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ appears, with the case of the conventional AF
Gd2Ti2O7, where the trivial dipolar magnetization, previously called ‘transverse’
magnetizationMd

=Mtrans, appears due to the distortion of spin configuration via
the Zeeman energy. In Gd2Ti2O7, the relevant macroscopic exchange energy is
Jeff∼TN ∼1K (=0.0866meV) (the microscopic exchange energy is much higher
than this) and the magnetic moment is∼7µB (=7.28meV at 9 T)25. Therefore,
under an applied magnetic field, it is easy to distort the spin configuration to
induce the dipolar ‘transverse’ magnetizationMd

=Mtrans normal to the applied
magnetic field. Indeed, in ref. 24, Gd2Ti2O7 shows a sharp kink∼3 T in torque
data, signalling the distortion of the spin configuration. Above∼3 T, the local
dipolesmi, which comprise the system, tilt towards the direction of applied
magnetic field through the conventional dipolar coupling−Md

·H to give a highly
nonlinear dipolar ‘transverse’ magnetizationMd

=Mtrans=
∑N

1 mi that cannot be
decomposed into the simple polynomial form as seen in Eu2Ir2O7 (see the data for
Gd2Ti2O7 in ref. 24 for comparison). At sufficiently high applied magnetic field,
every local magnetic dipole completely aligns towards the applied magnetic field,
and the ‘transverse’ magnetizationMd

=Mtrans vanishes completely. By contrast, in
the case of Eu2Ir2O7, the relevant macroscopic exchange energy is Jeff∼TN ∼120K

(=10.4meV) (microscopic exchange energy is much higher than this) and the
magnetic moment of iridium ion Ir4+ is<1.1µB (=1.14meV at 9 T)17,26,27. The
Zeeman energy induced by the magnetic field is too small to distort the spin
configuration under an experimentally accessible field up to 9 T. Indeed, our torque
data fit to the simple polynomial form τ=αH+βH 2

+γH 3 very smoothly,
showing that there is no distortion of the spin configuration. This sharply
distinguishes the case of Eu2Ir2O7, where the orthogonal magnetization
M⊥=ωijkHjHk, that is, octupolar order ωijk, is observed, from the case of Gd2Ti2O7,
where the trivial dipolar ‘transverse’ magnetizationMd

=Mtrans is observed. See
section C for more details.

Spontaneous symmetry breaking of handedness (chirality ω) in M⊥. In this
section, we discuss the spontaneous symmetry breaking of handedness (chirality
ω) in the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ in detail. As shown in previous section A,
the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥=ωijkHjHk is the thermodynamical
manifestation of the octupolar order ωijk. As shown in the main text, the measured
orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ can be represented as follows, depending on the
field-cooling direction:

M⊥=ωχ
yfc
⊥ HaHb (±y-axis field cooling) (15)

M⊥=ωχ xfc
⊥
HxHy (±x-axis field cooling) (16)

The magnetization response is along the direction orthogonal to the plane defined
by â and b̂ (or equivalently, x̂ and ŷ)—that is,M is in the ẑ direction. Accordingly,
we call itM⊥. It should now be apparent that spontaneous symmetry breaking
happens. The free energy F in equation (12) does not dictate whetherM⊥ is
along+ẑ or along−ẑ (both are allowed). However, in response toH applied in the
a–b plane, the system spontaneously selects one direction. If the direction+ẑ is
selected, the chirality ω=+1. One cannot predict a priori whetherH applied
strictly in the a–b plane gives rise to anM⊥ · ẑ>0 orM⊥ · ẑ<0. The existence of
this spontaneous orthogonal magnetization is the central message of
our work.

We now contrast the foregoing with a conventional AF where the ‘transverse’
magnetization induced byH seems to have engendered considerable confusion.
The appliedH couples to individual subunit moments (for example, on Mn in
MnF2) by the Zeeman energy Ez . Because the moments cant towards the direction
ofH, there is no spontaneous symmetry breaking of the type discussed above.
Following convention, we call the magnetization of the two sublatticesMA andMB

(they are nominally antiparallel). First, ifH⊥ (MA−MB), we obtain a canting of
both sublattice magnetizations towardsH, leading to a net magnetization
‘transverse’ to (MA−MB), namelyMtrans⊥ (MA−MB). This is a trivial
Zeeman-driven ‘transverse’ magnetization whose direction is dictated byH. On the
other hand, ifH‖ (MA−MB), the Zeeman response is initially weak. IncreasingH
leads to a spin-flop transition at whichMA−MB suddenly aligns perpendicular to
H. Above the spin flop, we again obtain the same ‘transverse’ magnetization
Mtrans⊥ (MA−MB). In both orientations, there is no spontaneous symmetry
breaking;Mtrans trivially aligns withH. As discussed at length in sections A and C,
in the conventional AF Gd2Ti2O7, such ‘transverse’ magnetization has been
previously observed (the spin configuration distorts under an applied magnetic
fieldH and generates the ‘transverse’ magnetization, see sections A and C for
details). Crucially, the suppression of this Zeeman-induced coupling in Eu2Ir2O7

allows the octupolar response to be observed.
Finally, the observed orthogonal magnetizationsM⊥ in equations (15) and (16)

take two d-wave patterns whenH is rotated in the a–b plane as shown in Fig. 2.
Such d-wave variation versus ϕ with alternating signs cannot be produced by the
‘transverse’ magnetization in a conventional AF.

Difference between M⊥ and Mtrans. In this section, we discuss in some detail how
the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ observed in this work is distinct from the
‘transverse’ magnetizationMtrans previously studied in the pyrochlore magnet
Gd2Ti2O7 (refs 23,24). Their origins and physical implications are very different.
(In refs 23,24, the notationM⊥ was used for ‘transverse’ magnetizationMtrans. Here
we reserveM⊥ for our orthogonal magnetization and useMtrans to represent the
‘transverse’ magnetization for clarity.)

Review of Mtrans in refs 23,24. Following ref. 23, we write the Hamiltonian for a
pyrochlore magnet Gd2Ti2O7:

Ĥ= J
∑
〈ij〉

Si ·Sj+D
∑

i

(ni ·Si)
2
−H ·

∑
i

Si (17)

The first term in equation (17) is the Heisenberg interaction term with J >0. The
sum runs over the nearest-neighbour sites. The second term is the single-ion
interaction term and the third term is the Zeeman coupling term in an applied field
H. Si represents the spin on site i. ni (i=1–4) are the local easy axes.
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When D>0, the single-ion term favours alignment of the spin in the local easy

plane normal to ni. However, the Heisenberg and Zeeman terms favour Stet ‖H,
where Stet=

∑4
i Si is the sum of the four spins in each tetrahedron. The two

conditions can be simultaneously satisfied when the applied H is small, in which
case Stet=H/2J , so no ‘transverse’ magnetizationMtrans appears. However, since
the first constraint restricts the maximum possible value of Smax

tet to be smaller than
the saturation value of Ssat

tet =4S, the Zeeman term causes the spins to cant out of
the local easy plane whenH exceedsHc=2JSmax

tet . Hence Stet 6=H/2J , resulting in
the appearance of a ‘transverse’ magnetizationMtrans. With further increase in H ,
each spin fully aligns withH (when H>Hsat ), andMtrans vanishes.

We note that the direction ofMtrans, induced by canting of the spins out of the
local easy plane via Zeeman coupling toH, is completely dictated byH. It is not
related to octupolar order, and does not involve spontaneous breaking of a
discrete symmetry.

Orthogonal magnetizationM⊥. Next we describe the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥
observed in our experiments.
1. The orthogonal magnetizationM⊥, which develops below TN =120K, is given

by equations (15) and (16). We note that it involves the chirality ω multiplied
by a susceptibility χ—that is, ωχ⊥. By contrast, the ‘transverse’ magnetization
Mtrans is the normal component of the magnetization induced by the
Zeeman term.
A key point of the orthogonal magnetizationM⊥ is related to the spontaneous
symmetry breaking dictated by the sign of the chirality ω; namely, despite the
field cooling along the+y-axis (+x-axis) and the−y-axis (−x-axis)
nominally gives no difference, the sign of the order parameter (that is, chirality
ω) changes sign, breaking the symmetry. We emphasize that the configurations
of dipoles shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 serve only as the symmetry
constraint of the octupolar order the system can take, and the dipoles
themselves are not our focus. In other words, equations (15) and (16) do not
come from the canting of the spins;M⊥ is not induced by a Zeeman term.

2. A sharp distinction betweenM⊥ andMtrans is shown by the hysteretic
behaviour. As shown in Fig. 3c and d (main text) and in Supplementary Fig. 6,
M⊥ does not show any hysteresis below 30K, whereas large hysteresis is
observed between 30K and 120K. This is very different from hysteresis caused
by the motion of conventional Bloch domain walls.

3. Separation ofM⊥ from other termsMs andMp. The observed total
magnetizationMobs is the sum of three terms, viz.Mobs=Ms+Mp+M⊥. All
terms are perpendicular to the applied magnetic field. The only important
contribution that emerges from the octupolar magnetic order isM⊥. We
carefully separated out each contribution. It is worth remarking thatM⊥ does
not arise from Taylor expansion of the field-independent magnetizationMs or
the paramagnetic termMp. First, one can separateM⊥ fromMp. WhereasM⊥
changes sign if the direction of the field-cooling fieldHfc is inverted,Mp does
not. This shows that the two terms are distinct. Further, theMs term is easily
distinguished from theM⊥ term by their qualitatively different hysteretic

behaviour versus field, angle and temperature, as discussed in Supplementary
Section 4.

Additional order η. In this section we discuss additional order η and its relation to
Ms,Mp,M⊥.
1. In addition toM⊥ related to octupolar order, which develops below

TN =120K, another order represented by η (nearly independent of
temperature) develops at least up to 300K (η=0.22), suggesting the origin of η
is related to a higher energy scale.

2. The η develops along the y-axis, breaking the underlying lattice symmetry
between the y-axis ([110]-axis) and the x-axis ([11̄0]-axis), the two ‘equivalent’
axes if only lattice symmetry is considered.

3. The η couples to each of the termsMs,Mp, andM⊥, both below and above TN .
(a) TheMs term (as well as theMp term) remains finite above TN =120K

(see Supplementary Fig. 10), above whichM⊥ (namely, the octupolar
order) vanishes. This again implies that bothMs andMp are unrelated to
M⊥. Since the only order parameter which exists above TN =120K is η,
we speculateMs is intimately related to η.

(b) The paramagnetic termMp is perpendicular to the applied magnetic field
and shows a Curie–Weiss-like temperature dependence. In general, the
perpendicular paramagnetic term can arise in any anisotropic system, and
itself is a trivial effect. The paramagnetic termMp inherits the anisotropy
of η, breaking the underlying lattice symmetry of the x- and y-axes.

(c) Since η persists aboveTN =120K, above whichM⊥ vanishes, the origin of
η is different fromM⊥. However, the fact that η breaks underlying lattice
symmetry between the x- and y-axes allowsM⊥ to assume different
d-wave patterns depending on whether the field-cooling direction
Hfc is along the x-axis (equation (16)) or the y-axis (equation (15)).

4. An unusual anisotropy coming from η makes the absolute value at ϕ=0◦
(+y-axis) different from ϕ=180◦ (−y-axis) forM⊥ andMp. This is
anomalous, as the+y-axis and the−y-axis should be the same except for
flipping the definition of the sign of the applied magnetic field. We take
account of this effect phenomenologically by adding the term η cosϕ.

Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other
findings of this study are available from the corresponding authors upon
reasonable request.
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